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Painting and coexistence activities during the pandemic. We continue to
work so that time is used properly. It has been a very heavy year for the
staff of La Gran Familia de Gregory, A.C.

In the afternoons, from Monday to
Friday, exercise is carried out to
strengthen the body and mind of the
girls and boys. In addition, this activity
strengthens the immune system.

Our thanks to the Fundación del
Doctor Simi, A. C., for the support with
pantry and cleaning supplies.
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Health personnel go to the
shelter to vaccinate the girls and
boys against measles and
rubella.

On Saturday mornings it has already
been possible to go to some parks in
the city to generate relaxation and
relieve stress due to confinement.

Girls and boys learn to work as a team through activities in the field.

Enjoy the bike ride. Tours
that help in reflection, effort,
discipline, perseverance and
brotherhood.
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Isaack and Imelda walk hand
in hand. I wish all human
beings knew that only in the
company of our fellow men
can we make a better world.

Abel, Estela and Lenis manage to finish their primary school. Now, they are
concentrating on entering high school. Thanks for your help they were able to
achieve this step in their history.

Perla has been able to finish
her studies in high school. He
has achieved this goal with
effort and perseverance. In
addition, he stood out as an
athlete and participated in
various events.
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Adriana, Ana, Valeria and Ana Karen conclude with the support of La gran familia
de Gregory, A. C., their high school studies. Now, they are heading for a college
career. Adriana wants to enter the Bachelor of Education, Ana has entered the
Accounting career, Valeria and Ana Karen are about to decide which career to
enter.

Shelter’s Director 
celebrates his birthday 
alongside the girls and 

boys.

We work
gradually with a
little girl who has
suffered the
trauma of her
father's
kidnapping.

Little Imelda is protected
and cared for by Luisa,
Lalo and Claudia. You will
temporarily stay in the
shelter, while your
adoption process is
resolved, which follows
the State DIF.
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Games organized by the teachers, after the
academic support classes, they are played to
generate more pleasant environments.

Shelter’s Director is
accompanied by Isabela
while she performs office
functions.

The DARE Program concludes, which focuses on helping girls and boys prevent drug
use and violence. They host a demonstration of police dogs, which detect harmful
substances or protect society from crime.

5 solar panels are installed in the shelter. It
is a donation from Fondo Unido Chihuahua.
This will allow lower costs in electrical
energy. Saving of resources to allocate
them to the education of girls and boys.
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Nely turns 11 years old. Before,
she lived on the streets for a year
while her parents looked for work
and food.

Public safety donates several
bicycles to the girls and boys so
that they can make tours and
rides.



CONTACT IN MEXICO:
Calle Revolución Mexicana No. 276

Cd. Cuauhtémoc, Chihuahua.
Phone 625 583 31 11           Cell. 625 579 4420
e-mail: lagranfamiliadegregory2@hotmail.com

Facebook: LA GRAN FAMILIA DE GREGORY, A. C.
Web site: www.lagranfamiliadegregory.org

Thanks to your support, 
We continue to build 

A better history
For them.


